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Foreword
Growing up in Houston in the middle of the Twentieth
Century was a searing experience. It was blazing days
under tall pines, heavy black skies from the gulf, and
hurricanes to demolish coastal towns. It was colored by
world struggle and turbulent domestic violence that drove
spikes of doubt into the national heart, and roaring rockets
of exploration that lifted hopes and visions to the skies.
My boyhood was sheltered by a pine-shaded home
where Mama and Daddy worked hard every day, loved
literature, and strove always to improve themselves. It
was shared by a sister and brother who were sometimes
cohorts, sometimes pests, sometimes confidants.
I had a head full of ideas that tumbled out in rhyme
and meter. At fifteen I thought of myself as a poet. At
seventeen, I was editing my early works and planning to
publish. Later, I went away to college and got distracted.
My folks died, separated by a year and a
heartbreak, more than a decade ago. I started working on
this book again. It took longer than I thought it would.
I’ve been true to my teenage vision. This book
ends before I discovered Walt Whitman, who changed
everything. But it is influenced by the one thing about
Walt that I did not want to emulate: his endless rewriting.
Early I resolved that I would not rework my poems over
and over, decade after decade. I decided that after a year, a
poem must stand as it is.
Here I’ve broken that rule with only a few poems.
With those few, I found that a word or a line that I detested
when I wrote it, that I left in the poem out of a feeling of
futility, and that bothered me ever since. I fixed those.
Robin Cravey
Austin, Texas
2007
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Poet
Robin Cravey was born and raised in Houston, Texas— a
sixth generation Texan. He came to Austin to attend the
University of Texas, and fell in love with the city. He has
worked in Austin and central Texas as a taxi driver, newspaper editor, political aide, and lawyer. He is married to
Jane Kurzawa Cravey, and they have two grown daughters, Emma and Molly. A poet since his youth, Robin has
edited and published anthologies of Texas fiction and poetry under his imprint, Tilted Planet Press, and published
volumes of his own poetry. He frequently reads his work
with other poets at Austin bookstores and coffeehouses.

Artist
Sean Haworth has been drawing since he could hold a
crayon. He is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, with a B.F.A. in Fine Art and a B.A. in English. A native
of Austin, he works as a sculptor and photographer, and
enjoys writing poetry and music. I am a Comet features his
first published collection of illustrations. He drew them
with his eyes closed.
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I am a comet
I am a comet.
Whirling and spitting
I boil my way through time
with never a rest.
I hurtle along at unreal speeds
showing sparks on all I pass,
ruddy heat ever building.
Pulsing with the pressure,
I seethe and froth.
I am mighty and awesome:
I am grand and regal:
I am spectacular!
My heat sears the heart!
My fiery red dazzles the mind!
My roar deafens the will!
the pressure
tremendous
gargantuan
Momentum!
I can't turn aside!
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I once went walking down a street
I once went walking down a street
With friends of high degree.
My friends would all take care to greet
The cream of society.
We greeted friends and foes the same.
My friends explained it so:
“A man enjoying wealth or fame
Should never be your foe.”
I once went walking down a street
With a group of tramps and ‘bos.
My friends and I hailed all we’d meet
For the carefree have no foes.
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A schoolboy’s dream
At night I lay upon my bed
While visions of you fill my head.
My thoughts are reflected in silver moonbeams
Who, at other times, have witnessed such dreams.
Silver beams that hypnotize
And bring your beauty to my eyes.
Now I ask myself, "Does she
Dream— I pray— of love for me?"
Round about the moonbeams dance,
As if to put me in a trance.
Weeping not for all my dreams—
Rare is grief from silver beams.
Ivory moon in ebony sky,
Gloating at my wish to cry.
How often shall I have these dreams?
The girl I love and silver beams.
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How does a person say goodbye
How does a person say goodbye
To all that he has known?
I know that somehow I must try
Ere the bird of time has flown
I weep for more than roof and walls
For I leave much more than that.
I weep for countless rubber balls
And a battered cowboy hat.
Each friend is now accounted for
In a roster of bitter tears.
Oh, heedless fool, that I did no more
With those lovely, desperate years.
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My friend, how can you be so dumb?
My friend, how can you be so dumb,
as to follow this Nazarene?
Who expects you, sir, to sit on your thumb
Keeping mind and body clean.
How can you expect a rational man
To believe in a Life After Death?
I’ll deny such hokum again and again
Until I’ve drawn my last breath.
For what if you're wrong my winsome friend,
And I live this Life of Grace
And when my subsistence comes to an end
There is no Heavenly place?
What if you’re wrong my moral pal
And I lead my Life of Sin
My death will bring no burning Hell
But a total oblivion.
Through all this abuse the agnostic’s cohort
Had sat as a stone figure might.
Now he raised his voice in a single retort:
“Aye, friend, but what if I’m right?”
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The girl who was mankind
Eons ago, when I was but a boy
I knew of a girl in a distant land
Who sat in a tower, waiting...
A young man was to win her hand.
As I grew older I thought of the girl...often.
And the girl became a symbol to me.
The young girl was Adventure, waiting
to be rescued from strife.
The young girl was Mortality, waiting
to be rescued from death.
Today I can picture the girl as though she
were sitting before me.
I can see the infinite blue eyes—
And the eyes fill your soul with an aching
desolation.
The past few days I have thought of
nothing but the girl...
And the girl is Love, waiting
to be rescued from grief.
Yesterday I was in an antique shop—
I was just looking around, and then I saw it.
It was the book! The book about the girl.
Eagerly I counted out the price—
The book was mine.
Last night I read until dawn raised her
first fragile fragments above the horizon.
As I read I shivered with expectancy.
Then I began to wonder—
...when would he come?
I am a comet
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When would he come, this hero who was to
rescue the young girl?
When would he come and rescue Bravery from
danger?
“Forget him,” I cried, “The men of the castle
are yours for the asking.”
But the story went on, and the girl cried away
her beauty.
Then one day there arrived in the castle a young
girl who waited for no hero.
This charming young girl captured men’s hearts
as a sport.
The other girl, the tired old woman, was locked
away out of sight.
And the old woman was Achievement, waiting
to be rescued from work.
The old woman knew nothing of her replacement
and thought herself as lovely as ever.
So the young girl enjoyed her popularity.
And the old woman sat in her dungeon...
And thought of the past...
And waited...
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Many wonder at the point of life at all
Many wonder at the point of life at all.
Is man’s destiny only death’s cold fall?
There are many who refuse to live.
Is their passing such a tragic pall?
Perhaps life asked what they had not to give.
They may have heard death’s silent soothing call.
Life’s worries may have strained them like a sieve,
Till death seemed better than the fight to live.

Why?
What of life exists—
But the vain struggle for life?
Why should man continue
His tale of endless strife?
What does man, in his egotism, provide for—
If not for future generations, by the score?
The future generations,
Which man serves with such ardor
Are only to inherit
The task of striving harder...
Simply to right the wrongs committed
By those beyond remorse,
Who thought their labors would serve
To ease their children’s course.
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Blueprint
I’ve drawn the pattern with careless hands.
I’ve paid no heed to unflown sands.
Is it too late to redraw the plans,
In order to meet the future’s demands?
The ink of past deeds will not erase.
I must forsake the soiled place.
There still remains before my face,
a white expanse of undrawn grace.

Greater love
Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his
life for his friends. St. John 15.13.
He suffered death that I might live,
For me He wore a crown of care.
He died that life might never give.
A sinner more than he can bear.
That one so perfect burned in Hell,
For one so low as I,
Is more than enough to make me kneel,
In His service till I die.
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Forsaken
The dangers were explained to them—
These lovers knew of greedy death.
They knew their world was growing bleak.
And felt the poison in their breath.
Men had explained with faces grim,
That the two must die within the week.
As mankind thundered out of sight,
The pair were in each others’ arms.
Their kiss held a mystic tenderness,
Which told of love transcending harms.
For their tranquil hearts could take no fright
At the nearness of eternal bliss.
As the smoldering ruddy ash of sun,
Bid a somber farewell to a barren world—
The relentless dismal gray above
Hung like a conquered flag unfurled.
And Death, his final infamy done,
Left the two in silent love.
Even then across an ebon void
Silver slivers seeking sanity
Plunged through sable to a world
Untainted by Humanity.
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My foe
My foe creeps up to strangle me.
It grips my heart and mind.
A crueler foe I’ll never see,
For none are so unkind.
I close my eyes and concentrate.
I strive for thoughts at random,
Then finally give in to fate—
And succumb to utter boredom.
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The lesson
Who are you to question me?
Of all the sassy gall.
This is the way it has to be,
For Euclid wrote it all.
Now I don’t need your smart remarks.
You need not know the why.
Just draw your planes and make your arcs,
And at least I’ll know you try.
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The saga of Tommy Jones
It’s tinkletime, Tommy Jones.
No, don’t disturb your broken bones.
I’ve brought a nifty new bedpan.
Ah, Ah, Tommy, you got my hand.
Now nursie wouldn’t look at you.
I’ll close my eyes until you’re through.
Oh, why Tommy! What a mess!
You’ve got it on my clean white dress!
Ah, Ah, Tommy, naughty lad.
You’re more mischievous than bad.
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Darn it, Tommy, let me go
The doctor’s right outside, you know.
Doctor, Doctor, please come here.
Tommy, please, don’t bite my ear.
Damn you, Tommy, you’re hurting me.
How strong can a ten-year-old hellion be?
Uncle, uncle, please... no more.
Now let me off this cold hard floor.
My arm’s about to break, you know.
Yes, I believe you know judo.
I’ll do anything you brat.
You want what? What was that?
Of course you can, let go of me.
I’m sure you can have your own T.V.
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Meditations in history
I sit reviewing bygone days
And events before my birth.
My crystal ball now clears the haze
And reveals the entire earth.
I spin my crystal ball around—
An ominous looming sphere.
I choose a certain patch of ground
Then select the day and year.
I turn time back, page by page,
In a huge and heavy volume.
To the certain, precise historical stage
And read the proper column.
My volume of time and crystal ball
Reveal a hero’s deeds.
My mind soaks in the rise and fall
Of nations and their creeds.
The wealth of wisdom stored away
Available to me.
The past’s best present to today
The mistakes of history.
A ringing bell now startles me
From my journey in the past.
My mind on feudal errantry,
I race to my next class.
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Spring, what is it?
Spring, what is it?
I feel the weather grow warmer
As to smother one.
Flowers, what beauty.
I feel that beauty was lost when
It melted in the sun.
Birds, what vigor.
As the birds and creatures scamper
I feel my vigor drain.
Spring, what is it?
It is the vile murderer
Who brings me death in pain.
.......
I am winter.
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The girl watcher
The old man sat upon the bench
And watched the girls go by.
Each lovely that passed by would flinch
At his appraising eye.
So engrossed was he in his favorite game
When a young man sat nearby
He simply stared at a passing dame
With hunger in his eye.
The newcomer was, to outward signs,
Engaged in the elder’s pastime.
But the wrinkled face concealed designs
The young man thought were crime.
“Good sir, have you seen,” the young man began,
“a blonde of vigorous grace?
Her supple body a deep rich tan,
Adorned by a flawless face?”
“My friend, I learned in early life,”
The elder made reply,
“That women bring men only strife.
They cheat and then they lie.
“Oh there are some who’re sweet and kind,
But these are far too few,
To take the chance, when you may find
The girl you love a shrew.
“So here I sit to watch the girls...”
The old man stopped and stared.
For approaching was the flawless pearl
For whom the young man cared.
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The younger rose as the girl drew near,
And they stood in fond rapport.
He took her hand and said, “My dear.”
And they strode across the court.
The old man sat upon the bench
And watched the girls go by.
Each lovely that passed by would flinch
At his appraising eye.
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Life is a cat
Life is a cat—independent, and heedless of others’ will.
It purrs and sleeps, or bites and spits, in anger or in play.
But whether it’s fancy is fun or fight, whenever it’s had it’s
fill.
It never regrets, nor glances back, but turns and walks
away.
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Life
Now and then he lets me fondle him.
He closes his eyes and purrs,
And we’re both warm...
But not too long.
We must be up and walking.
Sometimes he runs along beside me.
But he has a maddening habit
Of “following in front of me”.
He looks back to make certain I’m coming—
And sometimes we get tangled...
And I trip.
Then he looks at me with accusing eyes.
Still I stand up and he runs on...
A little farther ahead to stay out of my way.
Then I must walk faster—
To catch up.
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Progress
When civilization first came here we found that there was
an intelligent race native to this land. He was-howeverprimitive, having a superstitious science that was
continuously being confused with religion. They were
sadly lacking in culture. The race was divided into tribes,
or nations, constantly at war with each other. Powerful
tribes suppressed weaker ones. Yet for all their faults these
people had a certain pride and ambition which won the
admiration of many individuals. Only now, as they near
extinction, do we fully regret and realize our sin of
thoughtlessness.
They were, however, savages—and they stood in the way
of progress. They held fabulous wealth they didn’t even
know how to use, wealth that we needed. They were
masters of a world that belonged solely to them.
Nevertheless, the savages were displaced and another
frontier was conquered. After all it is justice, isn’t it? No
one race, even the one known as homo sapiens may stand
in the way of progress.
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If a man would be wise
If a man would be wise
He must fall asleep
Watching the stars.
For then his dreams
Go roaming—
Through galaxies and years.
And his soul returns...
With a little bit
Of infinity’s secrets.
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The lizard
The sun glared from the sky with it’s wide and sullen eye.
Relentlessly, the sand threw the hate back at the sun—
Both striving for the greater heat in a battle never won.
The lizard scribbled across the sand; a message in an
illegible hand.
Two beady eyes surveyed the god-forsaken land.
The lizard knew of nothing else; and basked in the war
between the sun and sand.
One alluring patch defied the desert’s wrath; and toward
this spot the lizard scratched his path.
He scribbled his mystic note across the sand with care,
Connecting the oasis with a path to who knows where.
The sun and sand brawled; and on the lizard crawled.
Behind him lay the oasis—the desert’s monument,
A spot of paradise in an endless line of print.
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My morning Walk
It’s a rare morning—
In the west the pallid moon retreats...
While in the east the triumphant sun
Marches forth with apricot banners,
Announced by crimson-liveried heralds.
An amiable warmth takes issue with the morning chill.
Daisies fill the air with fragrant incense.
The gravel crunches beneath my feet,
And my heart rises to frolic with laughing birds.
Good morning, Lord.

Eternal life
I know that life is precious to mankind,
But the reason for this love I cannot find.
Eternities of life cannot repay
The price of living through each weary day.
The thought of eternal life must frighten some
Who long for respite that will never come.
Why do men strive so hard to escape the grave,
When many do nothing with the life they have?

I am very busy
I am very busy
But just now someone
Came to me with a joke
And I took time to smile
38
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The touch of love
Today the sky is ten miles high
And glorious blue to mortal eye.
The roses have donned a scarlet costume
And sway to spread their sweet perfume.
The bright bluejays are saucy and gay
For spring has just arrived today.
There’s a purple butterfly in that tree
And he’s only a couple feet from me.
I think I’ll catch him, just for fun.
We’re both right here, beneath the sun.
I shouldn’t have! Oh no! It’s wrong!
My touch of love has stopped the song.
My love has quickened my heart and breath
But given the butterfly only death.
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Out of the mud
Out of the mud have we crawled.
A single cell, a slimy fish,
Or the filthy promise of a man?
No matter—
We began quietly, slowly.
“Just let me eke out a living, world.
“Just give me a little room.”
And we have lost humility:
“Make way for me, world!
Bow before your king!”
We march forth resplendent
In the red of blood,
And the silver of tears.
Yet meekly did we begin.
And out of the mud have we crawled.
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Sooty snow
Sooty snow piles against the brick wall.
Ugly grey slush drifts against the trees.
Old people see it and sigh—
“I remember when snow was white.”
They tell me.
“When the water was clear.”
They answer.
The snow clings to shoes.
It melts in stagnant pools—
And the water is sooty grey.
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Through the forest crawls the narrow path
Through the forest
Crawls the narrow path
Guarded by tall pines,
Grasping at the sky.
The path winds along
Past carpets of rust-brown,
And occasional patches of blue
Cast bright yellow and orange
On the path.

The empty shell
The empty shell lay upon the sand,
The abandoned home of a crab—
Rapacious scavenger of the deep.
Now, yet even now, it lay beyond the sea.
And a fidgeting little boy skipped by,
And kicked it.
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A siamese cat
The sky of green
Shines up on a lawn of blue.
A cumulus cat,
With sapphire eyes
With fur both stormy and fair,
With starlike teeth
And lightning claws,
Glides on a current of grass.

Wind
The soft whispering wind
Shuffles across the sand,
Cautiously shoving before it
A wisp of desert weed.
The strong salt sea breeze
Marches over the deep
Resolutely dragging behind
The tropical sailing ship.
The angry storm or gale
Stalks down land or deep
Growling and bringing to men
Havoc, destruction, and death.
The cool sighing breeze
Sweeps through the grass
Wafting to men and beasts
Relief from summer sun.
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Old Glory
Aye, tear the tattered ensign down.
Long has it served ye well,
And many a knee has touched the ground,
At its ringing vict’ry knell.
Many an eye has shed a tear
To see it wave on high.
And many a foe has quaked with fear
To see it drawing nigh.
Beneath it men have shed their blood
That it might stay unfurled.
Its heroes lie ‘neath sea and mud
Across a hostile world.
It’s weathered many a killing gale
To keep its children free,
And now at last its children quail
At the fight for liberty.
Oh, if its service here is done
Then let its honer stand.
'Tis enough and more to drop the gun
Of service to its land.
Yet now as the gale blows fierce and loud
Announce the world around
That the starry bloodstained heroes’ shroud
Lies trampled on the ground.
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The quest
They came to a little wooden gate.
Away to each side
Towered living walls
Of wax-leaf ligustrum.
And beyond—
Crawled the sinuous road,
All dirt and death
And rust-brown leaves,
Menaced by encroaching oaks,
Pillars, holding aloft
The olive canopy
Admitting only
A green ethereal
Light.
And the road slithered on,
Through darkness thick,
And silence deep...
Winding, ever grinding—
its course to the one who waits.
They looked back—
Back on life, and love.
But in home and country—
No solace lay.
For there advanced the pursuer.
The road was slinking on.
The waiter was waiting.
The pursuer was pursuing...
Yet with them walked hope.
One last look—
They threw at home and past,
Then passed the gate,
And took the waiting road.
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Ideology
The stars shine clear
In an ebon void,
The arbiters of days gone by.
Where once they ruled
Only reason reigns,
The potentate most high.
Yes, ignorance
Has lost its hold.
Superstition all defy.
But wait—the sun—
That fiery orb
Rules an illogical sky.
That orb of thought,
The logical sun,
Is supreme, but not unvied.
Through its domain,
With much ado,
The turbulent comets ride.
They hold the eye
When night is dark,
But before the sun they hide.
The light they cast
Is wan and brief
And makes an illusory guide.
Their name is ideology.
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Rubaiyat…
I know the world would be a place of cheer
If ev’ry seat of government was here
For in this tavern questions of great weight
Are solved by men who talk while sipping beer.
People sit in kitchens and lament
The sinful way this changing world is bent.
They fear their children’s carefree attitude
And ask each other where their own youth went.

Beauty
God made the flower lovely,
Shall we clothe it?
God made the gazelle graceful.
Shall we call it shameful?
The cat nurses her kittens.
Shall we turn away our eyes?
Then let us blush at the naked child,
And scorn a grown man’s tears.
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Ode to an artificial flower
They said this room was drab,
And needed a touch of life.
So here you are—
Daisies.
But you’re not daisies.
Your petals are purity white,
And your centers are egg-yellow gold,
But you’re not daisies
Your petals are wax.
Why, you are much nicer than daisies,
For you are always here.
The daisies die—
Not you,
Just once in a year
I may run through the grass
Laughing with friends,
And picking flowers—
Daisies.
And then they are gone.
But each day as I sit in this room
Here you are on the table,
With your waxen petals,
And Styrofoam turf,
Under a layer of dust.
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The soft white chicken
The soft white chicken
Has seen the fox.
She runs back and forth
Along the fence
Squawking and straining for freedom.
But now the squawking stops.
The fox, blood dribbling from his mouth,
Turns and trots out
Through the gate where he entered.
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The otter
The sleek brown otter
Laughs and slides down his mudbank.
He wriggles as he shoots through the water.
An old turtle suns himself on a rock.
The otter splashes him and flashes away chuckling.
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A breeze
A merry breeze chuckles through the trees.
It picks up a piece of red paper
And kicks it along
Throwing it up and catching it,
Then dropping it for a new toy.
A small boy rakes leaves into a pile.
The breeze does a little dance on the leaves
And scatters them out for the boy,
Who goes back to his game.
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A weed stood by my picket fence
A weed stood by my picket fence,
Just on my neighbor’s side,
doing nothing that would give offense,
yet I wish that it had died.
Each time I saw that fetid weed
the less I wished to see—
till I thought my friend had planted seed
for the fun of plaguing me.
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Rain
The chilling trilling rain
raps and taps the window pane,
laps the curb and slaps the street,
drowns out sound with steady beat.
Running dunning, hear it pound,
jabbing, stabbing at the ground.
See the diving, driving rain.
Watch it fall and scrawl its stain,
mark’n darken earth and clay,
dye the sky a leaden gray.
Sniff the whiff of robust air,
fair and spicy, fresh and rare.
Feel the pelting, belting barrage,
numbing, drumming shower massage.
Feel the stinging, clinging clothes.
Tickling, trickling water flows
filling shoes and chilling back.
Now the shower begins to slack.
Drizzling, fizzling from the eaves—
dropping, plopping on the leaves.
Down the window pane it drools
About the ground are little pools.
Now a wondrous quiet hangs
where for hours the rhythm rang.
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Freighter
Live the road,
feel the load.
Feel the rhythm of the road.
As it speeds along below you
Let it know you,
let it feel you.
Get to know it,
Show it you know how to freight.
Don’t be late,
It can’t wait.
Feel the rhythm of the road.
Hear the mighty engine hum
hear it roar
feel the thrum
As you haul the heavy load
down the road,
feel it drum.
Fenceposts flashing past in files
Huntsville, Texas twenty miles.
Cross the chuckling trickling creek
hear the creak of the bridge,
and its poonga-poong-poong-paah
til you race across the rickety picket bridge.
Haul the load,
feel the road.
Feel it drumming, drumming,
humming, thrumming—
Hear the whining breeze
as it whips along beside,
let it sweep, and sass, and sigh
hear it whistle sizzle
wind is rushing by.
Haul the load,
feel the road.
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Now the sun is hanging low
see the coffee house aglow.
Almost night,
nearly time
Don’t stop now,
switch on lights.
Haul your freight,
can’t be late
for the cargo ship can’t wait.
Feel the rhythm
feel the rhythm
feel the rhythm
feel the rhythm.
See the woods all deep and dark
where the night has left her mark
and the headlights cut their swath
casting shadows black and stark.
Just ahead, just ahead
are the brittle city lights.
Stars and tungsten fill the night.
Feel the road,
pull the load.
See the blurring neon glow
Now your truck begins to slow.
Remember now to dim your lights.
Better find a restaurant.
Don’t forget, stay on the right.
Yes, there it is, Louise’s Place.
Pull in and stop.
“Hey, baby, hows-about some coffee?’
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Give a wink, she’s a blonde—
Listen as the freighters chatter,
“Hello, McMasters,”... ”Howdy, Brown!”
“Doubleburger on a platter!”
Watch while Lou is bending down.
Taste the musky, steaming brew,
Smell the pungent, juicy meat.
Hear the sizzling... ”Listen, Lou,
Bring me somethin’ good ta eat.”
Chew the tender spicy steak.
Brown and crunchy Idahoes.
Beans that took all day to bake.
Juicy onions burn your nose.
Gulp another cup of coffee
Hot and wet and musky-bitter.
“Hey, Louise, see ya Toosdy!”
Climb back in the cab.
Rev ‘er up.
Find a place to set your cup.
Settle in the seat.
Pull out on the street.
Leave the little town behind
See the road wind on and on
Haul your freight ‘til after dawn.
Now you’re really rollin’, Jack
run the track and don’t look back
Feel the rhythm of the road
Haul your load,
Haul your load.
Feel the road,
feel it moaning
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hear it groaning,
hear it humming.
Feel the drumming, thrumming, drumming
of the rhythm, feel the rhythm,
Feel the rhythm of the road.
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The sky lies upon the land like putty
The sky lies upon the land like putty.
It shuts out the sun,
But holds the heat like a vise.
A few birds chatter in the trees—
The listless olive-green trees.
A jet drones by
And smothers the honk of traffic.
The air is thick with boredom.
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Christmas every day
Tonight and every night is Christmas Eve.
I wriggle in between cool sheets at night
anticipating what I will receive
and squeezing tight my eyes in sheer delight.
When jolly Morning, in his crimson suit,
comes sailing in his magic golden sleigh
he finds me waiting breathless, rapt and mute
and leaves me with a brand new shiny day.
Some days he leaves are fleecy puffs of sigh.
Some days are lumps of putty, stick-gray.
At times it’s tart and sassy cherry pie.
And sometimes it’s a half-tame ratsnake day.
Each present is unique and mine to live.
Who knows a finer gift life has to give?
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Ballad of the unsung battle
Before my eyes are blue-green lines on white.
My pencil poises, seems about to write.
But now it stands unmoving. Why, oh why?
I sat down weeping some immortal cry
And when I saw this paper, stark and cold
My cry was lost in some dark mental fold.
Ah, gentle, furry, shadows live tonight.
My window sifts the efflorescent light.
Without there sounds a subtle soughing sigh
That says a summer breeze is slipping by.
The yellow flowers, now are ruddy gold.
Oh damn! I can’t think what could rhyme with gold.
Now there it is, the essence of the fight,
A fight that few are fools enough to try—
And these fools must be patient, calm, and bold.
For these fools try to catch a word in flight
And teach it just a certain way to fly.
And when they’re done a foolish tale is told.
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Cinquaine
Go back!
Or stay and die!
To grasp the sword and die,
Or flee to wait for fruitless death.
Which course?

The trees
Are leafing out.
I think it’s almost spring.
Oh, wouldn’t Granma love to see
The trees?

Hello!
I’ll bet you’re lost.
Come walk with me a while.
You’ll find this a lovely path
To walk.

He lived,
And knew real life.
For he lived not for things.
His love and joy were the essence
of life...
People.

My ears
Have heard the call.
But I must stay and work.
I have no time today... but now...
He’s gone.
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The stars
Are bright tonight,
Reflected in the lake.
The astronomer lifts his telescope
In awe.

The youth
Trudged through the village
That blazed while the peasants stared.
Beneath that gaze he gripped his gun
And blushed.
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The mountain towers above us
The mountain towers above us.
Just ahead are the squalid huts
Of the sages of other days:
The perennial ruins of eternity grandiose.
Greece, and Rome, and US.
The cleansing flood approaches.
Are some among us weary?
Do they fear John Bunyan’s mountain?
Then let them abide here
And look at neither mount nor flood
But raise eternal votive bones
And cook on barbecue crypts.
Look here is Plato’s grove of knotty-pine.
See how far below the flood-line it stands.
And yet it stoops still unrelieved
Where cypress would abdicate.
And even Master Emerson
Was wont, it seem, to tarry here.
And here beside the rotting grove
Stands a little marble church
With windows all of iron bars,
And pulpit all of brimstone.
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Are some among us weary?
Do they call this spot the summit?
Then let them abide here,
And call a rose an entity,
And take communion in the church
Of lotus leaves and summer wine,
Or sit beneath the shadeless trees
That lost their leaves some years ago.
And let them call this knoll Mount Truth,
Forget the rising flood of time,
But never, ever, shall they look
At the fire upon the mountain’s peak.
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Prayer
I have been asked to define prayer.
When asked I welcomed the opportunity,
for prayer is much for me.
When I am weary of the world
I come to You, Lord, and lay my burdens at Your feet,
and I am comforted.
When all my hopes and joys are filled
I breath a prayer, God, to thank you for an hour so sweet,
and my joy is multiplied.
When my flag of battle is unfurled
I pray to You, Father, to prepare me for my coming feat,
and I am strengthened.
Each of my prayers is simple, reverent, and heartfelt;
and prayer is the steaming mug of coffee on a cold
dreary journey.
Prayer is the infinite blue of the sky on a sunny day.
Prayer is a drink from a cool mountain brook at the end
of a long dusty road.
But, dear God, when my poor brother the agnostic, points
at the pompous old man in a black coat and
white collar, standing at a podium looking at
the audience through bespectacled eyes as he reads
his oratory to them,
When this old man calls his eloquent monologue prayer,
and my brother scoffs...
How may I answer?
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O Lord
For my elders I am respectful.
For my love I am bold yet tender.
For my friends I am admiring.
But for you, O Lord, I am myself.
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The multiplicity of truth
We keep the Law until the Day of Grace.
When God shall send to earth His only Son.
Our Lord shall not forsake His chosen race.
Now hear O, Israel, the Lord our God is one!
Until our Christ returns on Judgement Day
We must endeavor in God’s Holy Will
For did all men not hear our Savior say
“I come, not to destroy, but to fulfill.”?
The Prophet wrote, “Be true to Allah’s Law.”
And so we try to serve our Master well,
Until He comes upon that Day of Awe
When each man walks to Heaven or to Hell.
These three religions, striving for God’s Grace.
O when have three so like begun a race?
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A sonnet concerning
parents, people, pride, and poetry
A potter molded me of simple clay.
He put me in an oven to be baked.
He painted me to mask my neutral gray,
And by my mouth have many thirsts been slaked.
My potter set me out for all to see.
And many passing by have paused to spill
Some potion or elixir into me.
And so it is by their grace that I fill.
When I am full with this composite wine
Each person near me pours some in his cup—
And as they drink they call the draft divine
And never wonder who must fill me up.
To praise a simple pitcher is a sin
For all it pours is what has been poured in.
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Bedtime meanderings
(if you can define it, it isn’t love)
For Martha Lou Blaine on the occasion of her marriage
Have I tole you lately, Darling, what color a rose
was before I met you?
Roses were only pink and pale,
and now they are red and rich
as the splendor of old Pompeii,
and smooth and soft as your touch.
Have I mentioned that I had never drowned in a gaze
until I fell into your eyes?
I never really wanted anything until I wanted you.
I sat in my big leather chair by the hearth, last night,
and thought about love.
It’s a warm fire.
For I stared into the mirthful flames,
and felt the heat bake into my flesh,
and I was loving you.
But then I took a walk,
and love is the milky Way.
Because I stared in rapture at the vast, sprawling,
spectacle of light,
and my throat ached to see that array
stretch and flow away,
father than I can comprehend,
and I was loving you.
Love is the night.
As I smelled the cool wet pine air,
and listened to the crickets cricking,
I was loving you.
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Couldn’t love be snow?
Every time I see it smooth the troubled earth, or
stretch away for stark blinding miles,
I see you.
And when I feel it soft and cool, or sharp and stinging
on my cheek,
I feel your touch.
Love...
is it one thing?
Have I told you what sunsets look like,
now that I’m loving you?
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Three prologues to chaos
I
A small defiant scar edged the wilderness
Rugged individualists
Did a man hate his neighbor?
He move on!
There was land! Frisky, alive, aching for the plow.
A law was wrong
They ignored it!
A free man owes nothing to a malignant monarch on an
island far away.
A politician was a damn fool
They didn’t care!
What could one man do in a wilderness?
II
A man had two fists, a strong back.
One man dealt with one other man:
both were tight-lipped;
cool piercing eyes squinted into cool piercing eyes
surrounded by little dark crows’ feet in a leathery face;
hard fists gripped in respect and friendship.
Rugged individualists.
III
And wise men met and pondered,
each with his own ideas
each part of a virile young nation.
Rugged individualists.
And they strained and stretched their wisdom:
to protect men like themselves,
to guard against loss of liberty,
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to stave off the smothering effects of society,
to allow two men to deal with each other as equals—
one man facing one man.
And they kneaded their ideas,
and marshaled their wisdom,
and produced a government.
They build a nation for free men.
They erected a home for the brave.
Rugged individualists.
Chaos
And now that nation is filled to bursting
With rugged individualists.
Jostling and cursing and bristling for a wilderness to tame:
jealous of privacy;
clamorous for freedom.
Here is a vast and teeming society ruled by a philosophy of
“the individual first”
Here is the intricacy of a beehive
run with the haphazardness
of a swarm of flies at a compost heap.
Here is a sweeping society of people
unable to cope with society.
Rugged individualists.
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Awakening one
To Robin
I have discovered a miracle.
When I look away
you are still young and warm and lovely.
You breathe when you don’t know I see.
Your loveliness does not fade in the dark.
You laugh at other jokes than mine.
You smile at other faces.
Your hair melts hot and golden in afternoons I do not see.
You laugh because you’re happy.
You cry because you’re not.
When I touch you, you feel giddy, just as I do.
You are an entity.
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Love letter
(a modern solution to the problem of expression)
I fell in love the other day
but didn’t know how to say it.
I wanted to tell her how my left side still tingles
from sitting beside her on the bus.
I wanted to say that I still laugh when I think how
she screamed on the roller coaster.
How could I tell her that tears come to my eyes,
now, when I read Sonnet 18?
Then I knew!
I sped jubilantly to the drug store and paid 35 cents for a
greeting card.
On the front was a picture of a large cat and inside was the
caption, “Want a pet?”
Here, I knew, was the expression of my passionate
devotion.
Wouldn’t it have been handy if Emily Dickenson had used
Hallmark Cards?
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Lover’s lament
(expression of resentment from a boy to a girl)
You are to blame for this.
You have taken away my dignity.
You have robbed me of my independence,
and my redoubtable armor.
You have subjugated me.
This is your handiwork.
My mind wanders absently from the printed page.
I hardly taste my food,
nor do I sleep at night.
You have muddled my mind.
You have ruined me.
I am no longer self-sufficient.
My life is at odds,
and my thoughts are distracted.
You have conquered me.
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I never mentioned love
I never mentioned love, you know,
nor asked you to be true.
I wanted only to run barefoot
through the autumn of your hair.
I didn’t ask for all your time
and so you gave me none.
Here I am now
lying awake at night,
kicking table legs,
bumping into people,
skipping lunch,
jilted.
What does it mean?
and how did it become necessary to “brush me off”?
Did my face suddenly become so ugly
that you couldn’t bear to see it any more?
Must the modern girl prune her friendships,
casting away all that don’t grow properly?
O did you find someone else who demanded so much time
that he left you none for me?
Why ask?
I didn’t love you anyway.
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For weeks I’ve lain awake
For weeks I’ve lain awake nights, thinking of you.
Last night I dreamed of you all night.
Does that mean I’m getting better?
You’ve been in my thoughts constantly.
Today—for just a moment, while I was tying my shoe—
the pain stopped.
Does that mean I’m getting better?
Am I getting over you?
I don’t want to.
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If I were more eloquent
if I were more eloquent
would you sit with me in the flowing grass
and slip your fingers through my hair
while I sing sonnets to your eyes?
if I were stronger and more handsome
could we speed down the dark in my little blue roadster
your blonde hair beating the breeze
while the stars stare down at us together?
if I were to beg you
and should you say yes to my pitiful plea
and grant me the bliss of your sunset and strawberry kiss
could I be happy?
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I am the poet
I am the poet.
I sit in wonder
and think of this morning’s sunrise,
and paint it with my pencil.
I am an artist.
I am the poet.
Come and hear me tell my tale
conceived in turmoil
and brought forth in confusion.
I am a riddler.
I am the poet.
Now and then my questing soul
envisions what has never been
and brings to life the nonexistent.
I am a Creator.
I am the poet.
Long ago I fell in love
with all that is and never was.
I am bathed in love and pain.
I am a singer,
I am a weeper,
I am the poet.
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Birth of an idea, death of a deity
“man is an animal” the thinker cries
and man is frightened
for he can look at his body
and it is not immortal
he can look at his neighbor
and he is not steeped in grandeur
he can look at his history
and it reflects no great wisdom or love
he can examine his deepest fears or desires
and these were born
not of reason
but in the daily horror of life
in a time before memory
and man like the animals has instincts
most terrifying of all
man can gaze at the infinite stars
each a separate sun
and know that somewhere his equal exists
man is no longer supreme
Man, The Deity, is dead.
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How long is five minutes?
to a soldier, creeping through the mud
slithering through without a squish,
seeing only blackness,
smelling decay and nervous sweat,
hearing faraway pops and shouts, and roars and shrieks,
five minutes is divided into 300 distinct, measurable parts.
time to die a hundred deaths
time to shed fifty tears
Time to Kill a Man.
to two lovers sharing a day
shuffling along between cool pines,
smelling the forest rich and tangy,
watching the shadows play,
listening to a robin chuckle
and laughing softly, heads together,
five minutes is eternity.
time to smile thirty silly smiles
time to taste ten kisses
Time to Create new Life.
to a businessman, jerking through downtown traffic
holding his breath in the smutty wake of a bus
gritting his teeth at the endless shrieks of whistles
and blasts of horns,
squinting through burning eyes at the chaos,
hating his job and hating the hustle,
fighting for seconds and grappling for inches,
five minutes is nothing.
time to take two aspirin
time to smoke a cigarette
time to call five drivers bastards.
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How shall I sing you?
To humanity
How shall I sing you?
and what?
for you are the song of my life,
the ragtime I shout in my ecstasy,
the dirge I troll in my sorrow,
the ballad I hum in my sleep.
Your beauty is more awful than the infinite grandeur
of the universe.
The strength of your nearness is greater than the heat
of the greatest star.
You are my eternity.
We roamed the quickening springtime world,
and chirps and snarls began our love song.
We watched in horror, and joined in the madness of war,
and screams and groans and clangs formed a discord
in our anthem.
We battled the metropolitan hustle,
and whistles and honkings and screeches and shouts
made eddies and harmonies in our chant.
We watched the pearly moon from mountain tops.
We gazed at the city-jeweled earth from crater floors.
We lost our souls to the stark, unmasked awesomeness
of the galaxies.
and our song was the song of silence.
We have shared the supreme art of creation
and our hymn is full of our oneness.
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As one we have grown from youth to wisdom.
We have shared the haunting mysteries of this universe.
We have tasted eternity, and warbled a note in the
celestial harmony.
And shall we rest?
Shall we drift serenely through time
singing a song of inertia?
Or shall we take what lies beyond?
Oh my love, oh mankind, oh my soul, let us grow
and mature infinitely.
Our song here is sung.
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Awakening two
To Kaycee
When I look away
I can still see the bonfires in your eyes
and your forest-cool hair, soaking up the light of
the streetlamp.
When I walk whistling from your door
my lips are still warm with your summermoon
waterfall kiss.
I am never without the fountain of your giggle.
Last night you thought you were home in bed,
but I was in my den,
drinking coffee and staring at the lamp,
and you were there.
Two weeks, perhaps one week ago, you were a separate
person
but not now.
Now you are a state of mind.
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A new emotion
I have a new emotion that I wear pinned to my shirt like a
button.
People who pass me now smile because they see my
button.
It says, “I am in love.”
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An apology
to Bonfire Eyes
(from your own crocodile)
I’ve made you mad, my dear, it’s sad.
I meant it all in fun,
But now I see the devilry
in this deed that I have done.
I walked with you, and gosh! it’s true
I held you in one arm.
I walked with you! Oh, now I view
the scene with right alarm.
Oh, I admit I wasn’t fit
to watch your lovely face.
And gee! how bold, I dared to hold
you in my fond embrace.
To one who cries apologize
I do! a thousand times
And now I fear I must end here
for I’ve run out of rhymes.
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Kaycee
You have something urgent to say
then I shall listen well,
but please don’t look so sad.
It is no secret you tell.
I suppose I ought to cry,
but the sky is so brilliantly blue,
the air so biting and brisk...
These tears are not for you.
Yes, I remember lamplit hours.
I hear your giggle still
but I have not wept as yet.
You know, I don’t think I will.
I’ve known for weeks your lips weren’t mine
That’s why the tears won’t come
My arm has ached for your waist too long.
You see, my senses are numb.
Still let me hear your phrasing
(as weary as I am)
but please don’t ask for bitter tears.
My dear, I don’t give a damn.
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Kaycee again
Oh, please don’t feel reproached, my dear,
if I do not speak when we meet.
And please don’t think yourself at fault
saying, “There walks one I wronged.”
Only realize that it’s hard, for now,
to smile the crocodile smile
to say the Babbitt words
to shake the sonnets from my speech.
Now don’t get the idea I’m bitter.
I’m not.
Just because I lounge in the dark
talking with friends,
drinking the perpetual beer.
I lost out and them’s the breaks.
The competition beat me out.
Toughluckcharly and hittheroadjack.
The rose that once has blown forever dies.
Tis better to have loved and lost.
There’s other fish in the sea.
No, I’ve never been sorry I loved you,
and I’m not sorry you left.
Do not weep for me,
because I sit and stare at the lamp
sipping a genial mug of coffee
remembering other lamplit hours
remembering what it felt like
to have my ribs tickled
to warm my side with yours
to laugh softly and whisper gravely
to adore
to be adored.
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These memories are a part of me.
Your leaving did not rob me of you.
It robbed me of your tomorrow.
Something of you is forever mine
and my soul is the richer for it.
Oh, I shall love again
a thousand times with a thousand kisses.
I’m beginning to feel the familiar urge;
get into the race again.
“Don’t I know you from somewhere?”
Steal a kiss for a wink.
“Excuse me, is this seat taken?”
Keep an eye on the hem.
The road goes ever on and on
and many part along the way,
but something of you is forever mine
and I am the richer for it.
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Gazes left unmet
some have failed their friends before
some will fail them yet
and surely none could count the score
of gazes left unmet
its true i gambled with success
im sure ill gamble yet
but now ive made it such a mess
ill have to pay the debt
even so it pains to bear
the burden of regret
it pains to look at those who care
and say ive lost the bet
so now the nemesis has come
and now my eyes are wet
for promises i gave to some
and gazes left unmet
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And so another year ends
and so another year ends
and dawn goes down to dusk
here I sit in my study
watching the world pass away
Observing the final hour of an era
knowing nothing of tomorrow
except that it will not come
around the world the moon yet goes
shining on the people.
the flow of consciousness
the continuing of selfawareness
and the people walk down dark macadam
the people sit down to glowing plum pudding
the people look out warm windows at the snowy sheen
never knowing their day is dying
knowing nothing of yesterday
except that it will be like tomorrow
except that it will not pass
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The love isn’t gone
To Debbi
the love isn’t gone, little girl
it’s just hidden by the fear
people are afraid to speak on the street
afraid of being snubbed
people aren’t callous, little girl
they are only very sensitive
that’s why you must give, little girl
let it out and let it in
surrender all the love you keep inside
you are the cactus
your blooms are beautiful
but the essence, the soothing love
is hidden away beneath the thorns
make of yourself an oasis
let those worn and weary of sparring with cowardly
friends
quench their thirsts at the soothing spring
of your soul
you will be the beginning
and one day you will squeal with delight
at all the love in the world
it’s there
in you, in me, in all of us
let it out and let it in
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The ache
For DM

I feel the ache, People.
It’s the sob I can’t get out.
It’s the sigh hung in my soul,
the kiss I cannot give.
I have to talk to someone, People.
I have to
I have to
I have to
get it out.
I’ve emptied my soul to you before.
I must again;
the silence is too horrible.
Why are you so cruel, People?
It is you who torture the weary.
It is you who grin at the hateful.
But it is you who soothe the loving.
By my life! You are yourself!
Weary, Hateful, and In Love:
Blessed Trinity.
To Hell with the good-bad lot of you, People.
Each one of you, sitting in your armchair,
reading my fitful weepings and ragings
can be good, can be bad, can be!
The crowd of you teeming and breeding in bunches
is priceless, is not worth a two-penny damn.
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You have put this ache in my throat, People.
Only you can cause emotion.
Only an example of your cruelty could tighten
my throat.
Only knowledge of your goodness can soothe my
tensed jaw muscles and relax my clenched fists.
People, look at yourself.
You are all that is.
Oh, look and know.
You are Satan
You are God
Oh, People, hear my prayer,
amen.
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Have you wished to see a fool?
Have you wished to see a fool?
Then look at me
for I am he.
Do you also play it cool?
My friend, despair.
One day you’ll care.
Always take the proffered cup.
Never frown
but drink it down.
Drink the draught, yes, bottoms up.
Only drink.
One shouldn’t think.
In your heart will be a song
full of fear.
Do not hear!
When you feel all life is wrong,
do not cry.
Love must die.
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I used to curse myself
To Debbi
I used to curse myself at this point.
I would say, “Damn you, you’re getting serious.
The Girl’s going to hurt you,” I’d say.
So then I’d keep my distance
and it would only hurt a little in the end.
Last night I lay in my bed
and stared at the soft, mocking blackness
and said, “Damn you, you’re getting serious.”
but it’s all right.
You’re worth it.
Anyway you need someone now.
I think I can be that someone.
So I’m going to walk by your side
and kiss you when you want to be kissed.
and hold you when you need to be held.
I’m going to laugh with you,
and listen to your songs,
and write sonnets to your eyes.
I’m going to love you.
But don’t think I’m fooling myself.
You’ll forget me in time
and the blush will go out of summer.
Then I’ll tell my friends
“She’s the first I cried for.”
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Be proud, Mankind
To the crew of Apollo 8
and to Robert A. Heinlein
Be Proud, Mankind!
Forge Ahead!
Challenge this new frontier
and be Proud!
be Arrogant!
be Brave!
this is not the Final Frontier.
there is no Zenith for Us!
We are embarking on one more Adventure.
The Universe is Infinite
and Man is the Eternal Explorer
the Adapter
the Engineer
the Conqueror
The Road Goes Ever On!
so March ahead, Mankind
Charge against the Galaxies
with Might and Determination.
Humble was Our Beginning
Glorious is Our Endeavor
Frenzied is Our struggle
Majestic is Our Adventure
Boundless is Our Destiny.
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Who is awake among the tents?
Who is awake among the tents
when all the troop’s asleep?
Who disturbs the moonlit camp,
and who will dare to weep?
Is your wife with child, my son?
I will watch her for you.
The letter to your best friend’s mother?
I will write it for you.
Many things will be left undone
but do not fear or cry.
I will watch as I watched before,
before your time to die.
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Candles aren’t forever
When I was only a bit younger
while browsing in a curio shop.
I happened on the
Most Magnificent Candle Ever.
It was huge and beautiful
and the shopkeeper told me its light
would always be pure and sharp
I bought it and set it on my mantel
and it shed all the light I needed
to go about my life.
I knew no candle could ever compare with it.
Then one day I chanced to look at it
and it had burned itself to nothing
so I went out and bought the
One Candle of Truth and Beauty.
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Sing one more song
It hasn’t been a lark, my friends.
We’ve sweated hard today,
but we labored together for common ends
and sang the time away.
A few of us wept from the strain, I know.
A few of us are gone,
but the bulk of us worked till the sun sank low
and now we wait for the dawn.
The ones who worked too hard all day,
I guess they’ve gone ahead.
But I’m glad I had some time to stay
before I’m off to bed.
So sit in the shadow of the roaring blaze
and down a mug of beer
and sing swallow songs of the sunshine days
for my time is drawing near.
Yes, sit and stare as the warm shards leap
and hum now, deep and low.
Oh, one more song, boys, before I sleep.
Sing one more song and I go.
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